SCHNEIDER IT MANAGEMENT
unifies all its channels of
communication with
Microsoft Teams
By integrating POST’s Direct Routing solution (Microsoft CloudVoice) with Microsoft’s
collaboration platform, employees of the software licence management specialist in
Luxembourg can be reached and make internal and external calls, wherever they are.
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MORE MOBILE EMPLOYEES
Integrating the solution makes each employee more mobile. In the past, they could only be reached at the office,
on a landline. And not everyone had an extension. Thanks
to the Microsoft CloudVoice solution, up to a thousand
extensions can be activated in minutes, without the need
for an operator. «This is an extremely flexible solution,
which allows us to better consider our future development,» he adds. «All new recruits are immediately operational. The solution works regardless of the device used,
on a mobile, from a landline, via the Teams application or
even from a web interface.»

SAVINGS AND PRODUCTIVITY GAINS
The other big advantage is the possibility of adapting the
telecommunications service on the basis of actual needs
and, in this way, optimising costs. «The pricing does not
depend on the number of extensions activated, but rather
the number of lines we need in parallel to guarantee communication,» adds Christian Schneider. Microsoft CloudVoice also means there is no need for any on-premise telephone system. «Everything is hosted and managed from
the POST Telecom cloud. It is not necessary to invest in
specific hardware, which may also represent a great saving.» Since all our channels of communication have been
unified through Teams, SCHNEIDER IT MANAGEMENT also
enjoys productivity gains. «Each person may be contacted
directly, without going through an assistant or secretary.
We have become more responsive and can better meet
our customers’ expectations.»

TESTED, APPROVED, RECOMMENDED
After being able to assess the benefits of this new solution,
SCHNEIDER IT MANAGEMENT aims to recommend it to
its own customers. «Many of the organisations we assist
have Microsoft licences that include the use of Teams. The
majority of them have been able to take advantage of the
opportunities it offers over the past months. By recommending the Microsoft CloudVoice solution offered by
POST –the market leader in telecommunications solutions
in Luxembourg– our aim is to improve their experience in
terms of professional communication using the Microsoft
platform,» concludes Christian Schneider.
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